Product overview

OpenText™ TrustedLink™
Windows

Operate a powerful eCommerce program from a desktop

Access all EDI
needs from a
single interface
Protect high-value
relationships with a
low-cost solution
Save time by
reducing manual
data entry and
automating
repetitive tasks
Onboard new
trading partners
quickly and easily

With an effective eCommerce program, organizations can

meet the requirements of their larger trading partners and gain
significant operational efficiencies and cost savings. OpenText

TrustedLink Windows is a stand-alone, PC-based EDI translation
tool for small to mid-market companies.

Quick to install, simple to use and affordable, TrustedLink Windows simplifies the exchange
of information with trading partners. Designed specifically for the Microsoft® Windows®
platform, TrustedLink Windows provides everything an organization needs to run an
eCommerce program with ease and precision.

EDI made easy

Installation and trading partner wizards make set-up a snap and an intuitive browser
interface makes TrustedLink Windows easy to use, reducing ramp-up time for new users. In
fact, when an organization receives a transaction from a new trading partner, that partner is
automatically set up. Communication with trading partners—no matter their requirements—
is fast, accurate and secure via a desktop computer.
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Run an eCommerce
program with ease

Flexible tools to communicate with trading partners

OpenText™ TrustedLink™ Windows
is a cost-effective EDI solution that
simplifies the exchange of information
with trading partners and within an
enterprise. Designed specifically for
the Microsoft® Windows® platform,
TrustedLink Windows provides
everything an organization needs to
run an eCommerce program with ease
and precision.

Increasingly, companies are being required by industry-leading enterprises to support
protocols such as AS1/AS2/AS3 for the exchange of EDI over the internet. TrustedLink
Windows is fully integrated with OpenText™ BizManager™, allowing users to meet industry
mandates by supporting these and other established standards. Users can send and
receive any data type via multiple connectivity methods for the most flexible business
partner communication—without any customized programming.

Protect business relationships and save time

TrustedLink Windows’ extensive forms library allows users to see which forms their
partners prefer so they can translate documents based on their specific requirements.
Time-saving capabilities, including the ability to quickly turn an inbound transaction into an
outbound transaction (e.g., purchase order to invoice), increase efficiency by eliminating
much of the data entry usually required. Organizations can further streamline processes
with back-office integration and task automation.

Handle complex mapping requirements with ease

With OpenText’s transformation mapping tool, organizations can quickly and easily expand
their trading community. Mapper addresses the complex transaction requirements of larger
trading partners with intuitive wizards and drag and drop functionality. With Mapper, users
can create mapping rules or use JavaScript for more sophisticated translations.

Extend EDI to the people who need it

The optional Remote User Interface (RUI) module allows organizations to extend key
functionality to additional users.

Features

Benefits

Powerful EDI from the desktop

Provides easy-to-use access to all EDI needs through a single interface from a PC

Drag and drop data mapping

Creates and processes transactions with new trading partners quickly and easily

Back-office integration

Increases efficiencies by integrating inbound/outbound EDI with back-office applications

Task automation capability

Saves time by scheduling communications, printing and translation tasks

Forms library

Enables users to manage trading partner change effectively with over 10,000 data entry and print forms

Multi-user remote access

Extends the power of EDI throughout the enterprise with the TrustedLink Windows Remote User Interface (RUI)
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